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The trendy styling of the David media console provides layers of depth and symmetry which 
complement the dazzling, 50" panoramic firebox with tumbled glass and 3D flame effect.  A 
black glass top crowns the Smoke finished cabinet, creating an open storage area above the 
firebox with two additional storage areas on either end complete with glass shelves.

120 Volts / 1,230 Watts / 4,198 BTU

32" 
81.3 cm

74"
188 cm

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

David Media Console

GDS50G5-1592SM

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Color Themes
Choose from brilliant color themes or 
cycle through a range of colors using 
the prism mode, freezing on the hue of 
your choice.

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central furnace temperature 
and cut your heating costs!

Safe
Front glass stays cool to the touch.

Media Bed
Diamond-like acrylic ice ember bed 
chunks sparkle with the reflected light.

Multi-function Remote
Control 100% of the fireplace features
from the comfort of your chair.

Floating LED Display
View temperature settings and specialty 
functions such as sleep timer and 
color themes.

Cord Management
Includes an integrated cord management
system that allows you to organize and
conceal all the electrical cords for a
clean, cable-free look.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the  
flame with or without the heater  
for year-round enjoyment.

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and  
100% efficient.  

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard  
household outlet. 
 
Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you  
more time to enjoy your fireplace.

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons including 1 media console and 1 firebox. Choose from:

DM50-1592SM

BLF5051 
 
 
BLF50

Media console cabinet

50" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed 
 
50" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

209.4 / 95.2

75 / 34 
 
 
75 / 34

781052 101968

781052 098787 
 
 
781052 061149

1 yr.

2 yr.
 
 
2 yr.

77-5/8 x 35-3/8 x 22-1/4

55 x 23-1/4 x 13 
 
 
55 x 23-1/4 x 13

197 x 90 x 56.5

139.7 x 59 x 33 
 
 
139.7 x 59 x 33

35.4

8.7 
 
 
8.7

1.00

0.25 
 
 
0.25

19"
48.3 cm

*One adjustable shelf.

Component
Storage

Inches cm
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8-3/8

4-3/8

26-1/8/1 shelf*
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16-7/8
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66.4/1 shelf*
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Also available  
with BLF50: 
GDS50G3-1592SM 


